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Abstract—Recently, finite field multipliers having high-
throughput rate and low-latency have gained great attention
in emerging cryptographic systems, but such multipliers over

for National Institute Standard Technology (NIST) pen-
tanomials are not so abundant. In this paper, we present two pairs
of low-latency and high-throughput bit-parallel and digit-serial
systolic multipliers based on NIST pentanomials. We propose a
novel decomposition technique to realize the multiplication by
several parallel arrays in a 2-dimensional (2-D) systolic structure
(BP-I) with a critical-path of , where is the propagation
delay of an XOR gate. The parallel arrays in 2-D systolic structure
are then projected along vertical direction to obtain a digit-serial
structure (DS-I) with the same critical-path. For high-throughput
applications, we present another pair of bit-parallel (BP-II) and
digit-serial (DS-II) structures based on a novel modular reduction
technique, where the critical-path is reduced to ,
being the propagation delay of an AND gate. A strategy for data
sharing between a pair of processing elements (PEs) of adjacent
systolic arrays has been proposed to reduce area-complexity of
BP-I and BP-II further. From synthesis results, it is shown that the
proposed multipliers have significantly lower latency and higher
throughput than the existing designs. To the best of authors'
knowledge, this is the first report on low-latency systolic multi-
pliers for finite fields where latency is independent of field-order.
Index Terms—Bit-parallel, digit-serial, finite field, high-

throughput, low-latency, NIST pentanomials, systolic.

I. INTRODUCTION

F INITE FIELD multiplication over is a basic field
operation, which is frequently used in elliptic curve cryptog-

raphy (ECC) to perform point-additions and point-doubling oper-
ations on an elliptic curve [1], [2]. The irreducible pentanomials
have been popularly used to generate binary extension fields to
be used in ECC [3]–[7]. Moreover, National Institute of Stan-
dards and Technology (NIST) [8] has recommended three pen-
tanomials for ECC implementation. Several efforts have therefore
been made on efficient realization of multiplication over
based on irreducible pentanomials [9]–[18].
Systolic designs provide area-time efficient implementation

due to modularity and regularity of their structures, where each
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processing element (PE) has the same or similar circuit design,
and one PE can pass the signals to its neighboring PE at a high
speed on a fully pipelined path [19].
Systolic realization of field multiplications over based

on pentanomials are not so abundant. A systolic multiplier based
on general polynomial is presented in [11]. A semi-systolic mul-
tiplier is proposed in [12], and two systolic multipliers have been
proposed for error detection in [10] and [13]. In a recent report
[9], Meher has presented an efficient bit-parallel systolic struc-
ture for multiplication over based on irreducible pen-
tanomial. A low-latency bit-parallel systolic multiplier is intro-
duced in [14]. A novel low-latency Montgomery multiplier is re-
cently reported in [15]. To achieve area-time trade-off, digit-serial
multipliers based on pentanomials are reported in [16] and [17].
Very recently, low-latency digit-serial systolic multipliers are pro-
posed in [18]. But the design strategy in [18] is suitable only for al-
most equally spaced polynomial (AESP), and cannot be applied to
fields based on the NIST recommended pentanomials. Generally,
all existing systolic multipliers, including bit-parallel and digit-se-
rial structures, involve large latency and suffer from several other
issues as outlined in the following.
• Bit-parallel systolic structures usually have large register-
complexity not only for pipelining, but also for providing
the staggered input to the PEs to wait for the appropriate
accumulated partial products.

• Critical-paths of digit-serial systolic structures usually
increases with digit-size or field-order, which reduces
throughput rate effectively.

• Apart from that the average computation time (ACT) of the
digit-serial structures increases with digit-size or field-order.

Keeping these in view, in this paper, we introduce two pairs of
low-latency high-throughput bit-parallel and digit-serial systolic
structures specifically for the NIST recommended pentanomials.
A novel decomposition scheme is proposed to decompose the
multiplication into several independent computational tasks to ob-
tain a low-latency bit-parallel systolic array structure with a crit-
ical-path , where is the propagation delay of an XOR gate.
These parallel arrays are then projected along vertical direction to
obtain a digit-serial structure having the same critical-path. To in-
crease the throughput rate, a novel modular reduction scheme is
introduced for reducing the critical-paths of the bit-parallel and
digit-serial structures to , where is the propagation
delay of an AND gate. We have presented two modified bit-par-
allel structures with low area-complexity based on a data sharing
technique. Synthesis results of proposed structures and existing
ones are presented to confirm the efficiency of proposed designs.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The proposed

bit-parallel and digit-serial systolic multipliers are presented in
Section II. In Section III, the comparison of the hardware and time
complexities are discussed. Conclusion is stated in Section IV.
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II. PROPOSED BIT-PARALLEL AND DIGIT-SERIAL SYSTOLIC
MULTIPLIERS

A. Proposed Bit-Parallel and Digit-Serial Register-Sharing
Systolic Multiplier
1) Proposed Algorithm: Let , and are field elements in

, where is the product of and , given by

(1)

Let , , , for ,
and .
We can expand (1) as

(2)

where , and .
Let and be two integers such that , where

. For simplicity of discussion, we assume1 , and
decompose the input operand into number of bit-vectors
for , as follows:

(3)

Similarly, we can generate number of operand vectors for
, as follows:

(4)

The product given in (1), accordingly, can be expressed in terms
of inner-products of vectors and for
as:

(5)

where . Note that each for is a
-point bit-vector and each for is a -term
operand-vector. From (5) we can find that the desired multiplica-
tion can be performed by cycles of successive accumulation of

for , while each can be computed as
.

Let us assume that the field is constructed from pen-
tanomial of degree given by ,
for . Then we can have from as:

(6)

where

(7)

Similarly, we can obtain from for for NIST pen-
tanomials as (usually is not a big number since we intend to de-
compose the multiplier into arrays):

(8)

1When , we can append number of zeros to the operands to
have .

where

(9)

We can extend (8) and (9) further to obtain from
for and . The proposed

algorithm for bit-parallel and digit-serial multiplication based on
(5)–(9) is described in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Proposed bit-parallel and digit-serial multiplication
algorithm

Inputs: and are the pair of elements in to be
multiplied.

Output:

1. Initialization step

1.1 (for digit-serial multiplication)

2. Multiplication step

2-I. (for bit-parallel multiplication)

2-II.1. for to

2-II.2. for to

2-II.3. (for digit-serial multiplication)

2-II.4. end for

2-II.5. end for

3. Final step

3.1. (for digit-serial multiplication)

Steps 2-I and 2-II.3 in Algorithm-1 are bit-parallel and digit-se-
rial multiplications, respectively. According to our proposed al-
gorithm, for bit-parallel realization, we can use several arrays to
generate partial products in parallel to have lower latency; while
for digit-serial realization, we can accumulate the partial products
as soon as they are computed to shorten the ACT significantly.
To reduce the complexity of modular reduction operation,

we introduce here a novel data sharing technique. We define
as an extended polynomial basis, and

can define

(10)

where
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(11)

We can find from (11) that bits
can be selected to construct

operand , and bits can be selected
to construct , i.e., to can be obtained through bit-
select operations from . Accordingly, we can further define

(12)

where represents bit-select operations to obtain the
th bit-vector of (each bit-vector consists of bits). This

strategy can significantly reduce the register complexity in the
systolic multiplier since many bits can be shared.
2) Proposed Bit-Parallel Systolic Multiplier-I (BP-I): The

proposed bit-parallel systolic multiplier-I (BP-I) based on Al-
gorithm 1 is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of one pre-computing
(PRC) cell, one pipelined adder tree (PAT), and systolic arrays
(each array has PEs). The PRC cell, as shown in Fig. 1(b),
consists of a M-I cell and a bit-rewiring cell. It yields outputs

to be fed to arrays of the structure (The
M-I cell in PRC derives from ). The internal structure
of PEs, i.e., PE-1, regular PEs (PE-2 to PE- and the last
PE (PE- ), are shown in Fig. 1(c)–(e), respectively. A regular
PE consists of a M-II cell (M-II cell in PE-1 to PE-
derives from for and

), an AND cell and an XOR cell. During each
cycle period, the result of AND cell is added together in XOR
cell with another input from left and the result is then latched out
to the right. Meanwhile, the output of M-II cell is latched out
to the next PE to be used in the next cycle. Thus, critical-path
of BP-I is [M-II cell has
a duration of according to (9)], where , ,
and refer to the propagation time of PRC cell, M-II cell,
AND gate and XOR gate, respectively. BP-I yields its first output

cycles after the operands are fed to the structure,
and the successive output will be available in every cycle.
3) Proposed Modified Bit-Parallel Systolic Multiplier-I

(MBP-I): To reduce the area-complexity of BP-I further, we can
make use of the strategy introduced in (10) and (11) for identical
data sharing by all PEs of BP-I. Let us define:

Fig. 1. Proposed bit-parallel systolic multiplier-I (BP-I) over , where
denotes a unit delay and each black block denotes register cell. (a) Proposed

systolic structure. (b) Internal structure of PRC cell. (c) Internal structure of
PE-1. (d) Internal structure of M-I cell where .

(13)

where

(14)

Similarly, we can obtain from through
bit-select operation, for . Similarly, we
can also easily obtain from , as shown in
Table III (Appendix A), where ,
and can be obtained from bits of operand
according to (9). Based on above strategy, we can derive the
modified bit-parallel (MBP-I) multiplier as shown in Fig. 2. The
internal structures of PRC cell and regular PE of various arrays
are shown in Fig. 2(b)–(e), respectively. M-III cell in regular PE
of Array-1 derives from , and bits
are selected/shared by PEs in the same column in Array-2
to Array- . The proposed data sharing strategy significantly
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Fig. 2. Proposed modified bit-parallel systolic multiplier-I (MBP-I) over
, where denotes a unit delay and black rectangular block denotes

register cell. (a) Proposed systolic structure. (b) Internal structure of PRC cell.
(c) Internal structure of regular PE of Array-1. (d) Internal structure of regular
PE of Array-2 to Array- , where . (e) Internal structure
of regular PE of Array- .

reduces XOR gate complexity and register counts, since there is
no M-III cell in PEs except Array-1. Thus, the area-complexity
of MBP-I is significantly smaller than that of BP-I, while the
critical-path and latency of MBP-I are exactly the same as those
of BP-I.
4) Proposed Digit-Serial Systolic Multiplier-I (DS-I): We can

project the parallel arrays of BP-I along vertical direction to have
the proposed digit-serial systolic multiplier-I (DS-I) as shown in
Fig. 3. DS-I consists of PEs and one accumulation (AC)
cell. The internal structures of PE-0, regular PE and AC cell are
shown in Fig. 3(b)–(d), respectively. As shown in Fig. 3(b), all
bits of operand are loaded in to an input register and the output
of that register is fed to PE-1 as well as the M-IV cell to perform
modular operation by one degree during each cycle period (to ob-
tain from , for ). The output bits of
M-IV cell are then latched back in to the input register to be used
by PE-0 in the next cycle period. The regular PE, from PE-1 to
PE- , contains a M-II cell, an AND cell, an XOR cell and
a register cell (same as that in BP-I). The AC cell, as shown in
Fig. 3(d), contains parallel bit-level finite field accumulators.
During each cycle period, the newly received input is then added
with the previously accumulated result and the result of addition is
stored in the register cell to be used during the next cycle. DS-I has
the same critical-path as that of BP-I/MBP-I, and it gives the first
output of desired product cycles after the pair of operands
are fed to the structure, while the successive output are produced
at the interval of cycles thereafter.

B. Proposed Bit-Parallel and Digit-Serial Reduced Critical-Path
Systolic Multipliers
1) Proposed Algorithm: Both BP-I/MBP-I and DS-I have crit-

ical path of , which is also the propagation delay of M-I/M-
II/M-III cell. To have a higher throughput rate (or lower critical-
path), we need to reduce the propagation delay of M-I/M-II/M-III
cell. In this section, we introduce a novel modular reduction op-
eration to reduce this delay to , and it is extended further to
obtain low area complexity realization.

Fig. 3. Proposed digit-serial systolic multiplier-I (DS-I), where denotes unit
delay and each black block denotes register cell. (a) Proposed structure. (b) In-
ternal structure of PE[0], where . (c) Internal structure of a
regular PE. (d) Internal structure of AC cell.

Fig. 4. Proposed BP-II, where . (a) Proposed structure. (b)
Internal structure of PRC, where M-I cell is designed into two-stage pipeline to
reduce the critical-path to . (c) Internal structure of a regular PE. (d) Detailed
structure of M-V cell in PRC (derives from , ).

Let us reconsider the operation of (9) (derivation of from
for ) first: We can define as the number
of extended polynomial basis as . Let us
define

(15)

The detail of as obtained from (15) is shown in Table IV (Ap-
pendix A).
We can have from , as shown in Table V (Appendix A).

Table V (Appendix A) provides a novel modular reduction
scheme, which reduces the modular reduction time from to

.
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF AREA-TIME COMPLEXITY OF BIT-PARALLEL AND DIGIT-SERIAL SYSTOLIC MULTIPLIERS

For BP-I/BP-II/MBP-I/MBP-II/DS-I/DS-II: . : Time duration of critical-path.
: We have used XOR and AND gates to replace XNOR and NAND gates for this structure, just for a fair comparison.
: Here for pentanomial .
: refers to the pipelined stage in the PE (here we choose ), and of MUX gates are not listed here.

TABLE II
COMPARISON OF SYNTHESIS RESULTS FOR ASIC IMPLEMENTATION OF THE

MULTIPLIERS FOR

Unit for Area: ; Latency: ; ACT: ; ADP: .

From given by (15), we can get as shown in Table V
(Appendix A) in a duration of .
We can combine the operations of Tables IV and V (Ap-

pendix A) together to derive from as shown in Table VI
(Appendix A).

We can extend the operations in Table VI (Appendix A) further
to derive from for and

. We can define the bit-select operation again
as in the case of previous section as , and then (5)
can be rewritten as:

(16)
where .
The multiplication algorithm thus based on proposed modular

reduction technique is described in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Proposed multiplication algorithm based on a novel
modular reduction technique

Inputs: and are the pair of elements in to be
multiplied.

Output:

1. Initialization step

1.1 (for digit-serial multiplication)

2. Multiplication step
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Fig. 5. Proposed modified bit-parallel systolic multiplier-II (MBP-II) over
, where denotes a unit delay, black block denotes register cell and

. (a) Proposed systolic structure. (b) Internal structure of
PRC cell. (c) Internal structure of regular PE of Array-1. (d) Internal structure
of regular PE of Array-2 to Array- , where .

2-I.
(for bit-parallel multiplication)

2-II.1. for to

2-II.2. for to

2-II.3. (for
digit-serial multiplication)

2-II.4. end for

2-II.5. end for

3. Final step

3.1. (for digit-serial multiplication)

Note that the steps 2-I and 2-II.3 inAlgorithm 2 refer to the bit-par-
allel and digit-serial multiplications, respectively. Algorithm 2 re-
duces the delay of modular reduction operation to , which in-
creases throughput rate of the corresponding structures. Based on
Algorithm 2 and register sharing technique, in the next subsec-
tion, we derive bit-parallel and digit-parallel systolic multipliers
named as Bit-Parallel Multiplier-II (BP-II) and Digit-Serial Mul-
tiplier-II (DS-II).
2) Proposed Bit-Parallel Systolic Multiplier-II (BP-II): The

proposed BP-II based on Algorithm 2 is shown in Fig. 4. The
block level structure of BP-II multiplier is similar to that of BP-I
but differs in the internal structures of PRC and PE. The internal
structure of PRC is shown in Fig. 4(b), where it yields outputs
from arrays. To maintain the critical-path of PRC as , we
have also used a two-stage pipelined M-I cell to realize the op-
eration of (10). The internal structure of regular PE is shown in
Fig. 4(c). Fig. 4(d) depicts the detail design of M-V cell in PRC
to derive from . M-VI is another novel modular reduc-
tion cell. It has similar structure as M-III to realize the operations
given in Table IV. The propagation delay of M-V cell and M-VI
cell (according to Tables II and IV) is . BP-II therefore has
a critical-path of

Fig. 6. Proposed digit-serial systolic multiplier-II (DS-II), where denotes
unit delay, each black block denotes register cell and . (a)
Proposed structure. (b) Internal structure of PE[0], where . (c)
Internal structure of a regular PE. (d) Internal structure of AC cell.

(M-I cell is two-stage pipelined and thus critical-path of PRC is
), where and refer to the propagation time of

M-V cell and M-VI cell, respectively. BP-II yields its first output
cycles after the operands are fed to the structure,

while the successive output are obtained in every cycle thereafter.
BP-II, therefore, has higher throughput rate than BP-I at the cost
of a small number of XOR gates and registers. The overhead of
hardware complexity, however, is minor compared to the increase
in throughput rate achieved by this structure.
3) Proposed Modified Bit-Parallel Systolic Multiplier-II

(MBP-II): To reduce the area-complexity of BP-II further, we
define and consider

number of extended polynomial basis:
. Let us define

(17)

where

(18)

for .
We can obtain from through bit-select

operation, for . We can also easily obtain
from as follows:
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Fig. 7. Comparison of area-time complexity of proposed and existing bit-parallel systolic multipliers. (a) Comparison of latency. (b) Comparison of area com-
plexity. (c) Comparison of area-delay product (ADP).

Fig. 8. Comparison of area-time complexity of proposed and existing digit-se-
rial systolic multipliers. (a) Comparison of ACT. (b) Comparison of area com-
plexity.

Fig. 9. Comparison of area-delay products (ADP)s of proposed and existing
digit-serial multipliers. (a) Comparison of ADPs of proposed and existing struc-
tures. (b) Detailed comparison.

• Derive : from
according to Table I

• Drive from
according to Table IV

• Derive
from according to Table II and
(18)

Based on the above derivations, we can have the modified BP-II
(MBP-II) multiplier as shown in Fig. 5. The internal structures
of PRC cell and regular PE of various arrays are shown in Fig.
5(b)–(d), respectively. The critical-path and latency ofMBP-II are
exactly the same as BP-II. M-VI cell in regular PE of Array-1 de-
rives from . Since there is no M-VI cell in PEs
of Array-2 to Array- , the area-complexity of MBP-II is smaller
than that of BP-II.
4) Proposed Digit-Serial Systolic Multiplier-II (DS-II): Based

on proposed Algorithm 2, and novel modular reduction approach
we have derived the DS-II multiplier as shown in Fig. 6. It consists
of PEs and one accumulation (AC) cell. The internal struc-
tures of PE-0, regular PE and AC cell are shown in Fig. 6(b)–(d),
respectively. As shown in Fig. 6(b), all bits of operand are fed
to the M-V cell and the output is then loaded in to bit-reg-
isters and then are latched out (meanwhile the output bits

are fed to PE-1) to the M-VII cell to perform modular operation
by one degree during each cycle period (to obtain from ,
for ). The output bits of M-VII cell
are then latched back in to the registers to be used in by PE-0 in
the next cycle period. The regular PE, from PE-1 to PE- ,
contains a M-VI cell, an AND cell, a XOR cell and a register cell,
the same as that in BP-II. The AC cell, as shown in Fig. 6(d), con-
tains parallel bit-level finite field accumulators. During each
cycle period, the newly received input is then added with the pre-
viously accumulated result and the result of addition is stored in
the register cell to be used during the next cycle. DS-II has the
same critical-path as that of BP-II. It gives the first output of de-
sired product after cycles, while the successive output are
produced at the interval of cycles thereafter.

III. COMPLEXITY CONSIDERATIONS

A. Complexities of Proposed Structures

BP-I has systolic arrays, where each of regular PEs has
XOR gates, AND gates and registers. PRC cell requires

XOR gates and registers. PAT requires
XOR gates and equal number of registers. In total, BP-I has

XOR gates, AND gates
and registers. BP-I has a latency of
cycles of duration of .
MBP-I has less registers and XOR gates than those of BP-I. It

has XOR gates, AND gates and
registers. The latency and the critical-path

of MBP-I are the same as those of BP-I.
Regular PE of DS-I is the same as that of BP-I. While PE-0

requires 3 XOR gates (M-IV cell) and registers. DS-I, in total,
thus, requires XOR gates, AND gates
and registers. After a latency of cycles, DS-I
yields its desired output in every cycles (critical-path is ).
Each of the regular PEs of BP-II has XOR gates,

AND gates and registers. PRC cell requires
XOR gates and

registers. PAT requires
XOR gates and equal number of registers. In total, BP-II

has XOR gates,
AND gates and

registers. BP-II has a latency of
cycles of duration of .
MBP-II involves XOR

gates, AND gates and
registers. The latency and critical-path

of MBP-II are the same as BP-II.
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TABLE III
DERIVATION OF FROM

DS-II consists of PEs, where each of regular PE is the
same as that of BP-II. PE-0 requires XOR
gates and registers. DS-II, in total requires

XOR gates, AND gates and
registers. After a latency of

cycles, DS-II yields its desired output in every cycles,
where the critical-path is .

B. Comparison of Area and Time Complexities
The area complexity, in terms of logic gate count, register

count; and time complexity in terms of latency, critical-path,
and average computation time (ACT) of proposed and existing
structures ([9]–[17]) are listed in Table I. The proposed bit-par-
allel structures have the lowest latency and less area-complexity
than the existing bit-parallel designs. It is worth mentioning
that proposed structures achieve flexible low-latency realization
where the latency is the lowest and is independent of field order.
For digit-serial systolic structures, proposed structures have fixed
critical-path, while the critical-paths of existing designs are a
function of either field order or digit size. The proposed structures
have significantly less time-complexity compared to the existing
competing designs.

C. Comparison of Synthesis Results for ASIC Implementation
We have also synthesized the proposed structures and the ex-

isting structures using NanGate's Library Creator and North Car-
olina State University's 45 nm FreePDK [21] to obtain the area,
time and power complexities (at 1 GHz) of the designs for NIST
pentanomials, i.e., ,

and . We
have used for the proposed and the existing designs.

TABLE IV
DETAIL OF (15)

TABLE V
DERIVATION OF FROM

Using synthesis results we have plotted the latency, area, and
area-delay product (ADP) for all bit-parallel designs as shown
in Fig. 7 for the three NIST pentanomials. The ACT and area
complexity for all digit-serial structures are plotted in Figs. 8.
While the comparison of ADP of existing designs and proposed
designs is shown in Fig. 9. As shown in Fig. 7, proposed bit-
parallel structures significantly outperform the existing design in
terms of latency as well as ADP. Figs. 8 and 9 show that the pro-
posed digit-serial structures involve significantly less ADP and
ACT (the smaller the ACT, the higher the throughput rate) than
the designs in [16], [17]. Fig. 9(b) gives a more detailed com-
parison with [16]. Moreover, the synthesis results for

for proposed and existing designs of
[15]–[17] are shown in Table II. The proposed MBP-II has 25%
reduction on ADP over [15]; while the proposed DS-II has 58%
saving on ACT and 28% saving on ADP over [16].

IV. CONCLUSION
Low-latency high-throughput systolic structures for multipliers

over based on NIST recommended pentanomials are pre-
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TABLE VI
DERIVATION FROM

sented. We have proposed an algorithm to decompose the multi-
plication to be processed independently by multiple systolic ar-
rays in parallel in order to lower the latency. Based on proposed
decomposition scheme we have suggested a pair of bit-parallel
and digit-serial systolic multipliers. We have proposed an effi-
cient strategy for data sharing bymultiple systolic arrays to reduce
the register complexity, and hence the overall area-complexity.
Besides, we have proposed a novel modular reduction approach
to reduce the delay for modular reduction operation, and based
on that we have derived another pair of bit-parallel and digit-se-
rial structures where the critical-path is reduced to to
achieve high-throughput computation. The synthesis results show
that the proposed multipliers have significantly shorter latency,
lower area-time complexity and higher throughput than the ex-
isting competing designs. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first report on low latency systolic multipliers for finite field
where latency is independent of field order. The proposed designs
are flexible to provide trade-off between latency, area-time com-
plexity and throughput rate, which could be leveraged to match
with the requirement and constraints of applications and deploy-
ment environment.

APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF LONG EQUATIONS

The details of derivation long equations are presented in Ta-
bles III–VI.
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